
MAOZ NETWORK MEMBERS DRIVING SOCIAL 
CHANGE WITH THE SUPPORT OF MAOZ 

MAOZ addresses the most intractable challenges facing the State of Israel’s 
socio-economic future by building a diverse network of committed leaders who 

work together to advance meaningful social initiatives and reforms. 

MAOZ
Annual Report 2016 //

Scaling the Model

Scaling

 the Model 

learning journey
in San Francisco

1 WEEK+160
stakeholders consulting on
 accelerator participants' 
professional challenges 

MAOZ NETWORK ACCELERATORS
Provide tailored consultation and support to dozens of network members

advancing social change initiatives through our: 

MAOZ's 5 Strategic Activities 

MAOZ Network and Accelerators
Data 2016

17%
Promoting a fair and dynamic
job market 

2%
Strengthening the public
healthcare system

26%
Strengthening civil services
and local government 

15%
Advancing other challenges 

27%
Strengthening and
increasing accessibility
to education 

13%
Maintaining and developing
national infrastructures 

MEIZ9 Month
Accelerator

100YOM3 Month
Accelerator

+200
of one-one

support 

Hours
600

leveraging the
group as a resource

 for change 

Hours
350
of expert

consulting

Hours

2014 2016
TrainingStrategic

Activities
Training, Networking,
Accelerators, Joint Ventures

Fellows
Programs Program1 Programs4
Fellows
(total) 32 102
Accelerator
Participants 0 22
MAOZ Network
Members 61 128
Government
Joint Ventures 0 3
Budgets $1.55M $3.9M
Investors 12 48

Ofer Berkovitch, Deputy Mayor, Jerusalem Municipality,
MAOZ Fellow, Cohort 6 

In the past year, we went on a journey to understand the 
common good and how we can build something together. 
Last year MAOZ put a mirror before me... MAOZ reinforced 
my confidence along the way, clarified the mamlachti 
(common good) language, gave me knowledge and tools, 
and strengthened partnerships across the government, 
private and third sector. I am grateful. I look forward to 
continuing to work together and create the change that 
Israel is desperate for with friends at MAOZ...

Growth over Time

A SNAPSHOT OF OUR YEAR

96%!out of 128
Network members

123 actively participated in
MAOZ Network programming 

2016

Organizations came
to learn about MAOZ's

networking model 

31
Average number of hours
each Network member

participated in
MAOZ programming

67
Network members
participated in MAOZ
social change accelerators 1  6out

of 

Social changes
accelerated22

ACCELERATORS NETWORKING

Network
members128

TRAINING AND CONTENT

47
MAOZ
Tri-Sector Fellows

24
INBAR Healthcare
Management Program

31
ADVOT Leadership
Pipeline for Executives
in Education

1,089 Candidates,
89 fellows accepted 

ADMISSIONS AND MEASUREMENT

fellows

fellowsfellows

Tal Ohana, Deputy Mayor of 
Yerucham is championing 
initiatives that bridge the education 
gap to ensure equal education for 
all of Yerucham’s residents

Sigal Kanotopsky, CEO of Olim
Beyahad, is advancing a strategic
media plan that will decrease racism 
in Israeli society and increase positive 
exposure of Ethiopian-Israelis in social 
and new media 

Michal Tabibian Mizrachi,
Head of Strategy at the Ministry of 
Education is spearheading a project 
that will more holistically measure 
school's achievements and areas for 
improvement. She also championed 
the MAOZ leadership pipeline joint 
venture with the Ministry of Education. 

Yodfat Afek Arazi,  Deputy Director, 
Monopolies and Structural Changes 
Department, The Government Companies 
Authority (GCA), is recruiting and 
integrating under - represented populations 
including women and individuals with 
disabilities to serve on government 
company boards

Hagai Dror, Deputy Director, 
Department of Planning, Budgeting and 
Pricing, Ministry of Health, is exporting 
Israeli health solutions to other countries 
through government-to-government 
agreements which will increase funds 
for Israeli populations in need

Mariam Kabaha, Commissioner on 
Social Equality created a measure that 
is currently being implemented across 
Israel to encourage companies to 
integrate higher numbers of diverse 
populations into the workforce

NETWORK MEMBERS INVOLVED IN ISRAEL'S CORE CHALLENGES

“Last week, I was fortunate to be part of a delegation to China with the Prime Minister together with the Minister of Health to 
sign an agreement of principles, the first of its kind, to sell Israeli know-how and technology to China for emergency healthcare 
preparedness. This is the culmination of a year of intensive work in the Meiz accelerator to establish an administration for the 
export of Israel's health capabilities, which will distribute healthcare knowledge to other governments and ultimately increase 
funding to the public health system in Israel through international cooperation. Building a start-up within the government was 
not easy, though I was accompanied by professional support from the Meiz team and the other accelerator members. The road 
is still long, but last week we celebrated one of central steps towards success to positively impact Israel's healthcare system. „

SOME REFLECTIONS SHARED BY HAGAI DROR RECENTLY TO MAOZ NETWORK MEMBERS:  



DIVERSITY AS A RESOURCE:
MAOZ PROFESSIONAL TEAM

“My presence as an Ethiopian-Israeli woman serving in
a meaningful role provides an opportunity to create
conversation and change the discourse of race among
my peers and leaders in key positions in Israeli society„

“I am proud to work with a diverse group of
people who care, love what they do and are 
prepared to invest the time and energy to make
a difference„

Debi Reda
MAOZ Fellows
Program Coordinator

Malak Msalha
Measurement and
Evaluation Coordinator

Itzik Miller
MAOZ Ultra-Orthodox
Leaders Preparatory
Program Facilitator

Ziv Harel
Accelerator Change
Process Portfolio Manager

MAOZ 2016 Income Sources:

BUILDING A SUSTAINABLE ORGANIZATION

Individuals
53%

Foundations
38.2%

Governmemt
7%

Participation Fees
1.8%

94%
2015-2016

Investor retention rate

$3.9M
MAOZ 2016

Operational Budget

Admissions
3%

MAOZ Tri-Sector
Fellows Program 

31%

MAOZ Leadership
Pipeline Programs
(Kriat Kivun,
Education, Health) 

18%

Measurement
and Evaluation

3%

Organizational
Development 

9%

SG&A
7%

Network, Meitzim
Accelerators & 
Knowledge Center 

28%

Israeli
40%

American
60%Doubling our operational budget

to meet programming needs

$7.85M

$3.9M

2017

2016

Building our integrated
knowledge center to
drive more data-based
decision making

01. 02.
Launching our Municipal 
Leadership Pipeline Program, a joint 
venture with the Ministry of Interior 
to support mid and senior level 
leaders tackle pressing challenges. 
The program will also aim to 
integrate 30% participation from 
the Arab municipalities. 

Developing "The Echo," a MAOZ 
unit to spread a mamlachti 
(common good) culture change 
to increase trust, diversity, 
professional standards and 
ethics in the public sphere 
across thousands of influencers. 

03.

STAY TUNED... 

Projected
2017

Income
Sources 

 Developments in process in 2017 

As we look ahead and continue to scale, your support
and partnership push us to be our best selves.

TODAH RABAH!


